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Case #4524 (07/07/06)
WORLDWIDE SPORT NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, INC.
Pure Protein high protein nutrition bar
Adve~°using Agency: Undisclosed
Clzallerage~°; Powei•Bar, Irac,

Since a "Number One" claim can be based on many factors including sales,
consumer preference and price, any claim of "Number One" nnust clearly
communicate the basis of that claim.

- Sales data cannot support a ~~Number One" sales claim when a substantial
percentage of the ~~sales" are the result of consumers redeeming "free" and
"buy one get one free" coupons.

Absent extenuating circumstances, an advertiser should only malce a "new"
claim for six months.

Basis of Inquiry: PowerBar Inc,, a unit of Nestle USA, Inc, ("PowerBar") and the manufacturer
of PowerBar P1~oteinPlus high protein nutrition bars, challenged packaging a11d print advertising
claims for Pure Protein bars, manufactured by Warldwide Sport Nutritional Supplements, Inc,
("Woxldwide").

The advertising and product packaging included the following claims;

• AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER ONE!*
• That's right, the people have decided. Pura Frotein, tlae bar that's loaded with protein and

has 0 grams trans fat, is the best.
• PURE PROTEINS BIG ON PROTEIN. BIG ON TASTE,

There was an additional trade print advertisement malting similar claims;

"$30 million in planned advertising and marlcetilig support should help Pure Protein bars
contiYiue to reign supreme as the #1 nutrition bar in 2006"

Challenger's Position: The challenger maintained that the challenged advertising claims for
Pure Protein Bars communicate overall consumer preference and taste preference messages.
Alternatively, PowexBar argued that even if the advei~ising does not communicate consumer
preference, these claims are still misleading to consumers because they communicate that
Worldwide's Pure Protain bar is the number one selling protein bar, a claim which it maintained
was unsupported. Further, Powex•Bar stated that Worldwide is communicating that this product is
"new," which it argued is inaccurate due to the fact that the "new" claim has appeared on the
packaging for Pure Protein bars continuously for more than one year.

A, Consumer Preference Claims

PowerBar stated that in January 2006, Worldwide distributed a Free Standing Insert (FSI)
claiming that "AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" Directly linked to the
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headline "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" are the statements, "That's right, the people have decided.
Pure Protein, the bar that's loaded with protein and has 0 grams trans fat, is the best" and "BIG
ON PROTEIN, BIG ON TASTE." The Pure Protein bar shown in the advertising also states
GREAT NEW TASTE!"

Clearly, argued PowerBar, one reasonable interpretation' of the claim "WE'RE NUMBER
ONE!," together with the statements that "the people have decided" and "Pure Protein , . , is the
best", is that America has decided that Prue Protein bars are "the best." Further, stated PowerBar,
The addition of the tagline "BIG ON TASTE", which appears in bold capital letters in the middle
of tl~e advertisement, suggests that a significant contributing factor to this overall preference is
taste preferenca.2 Pot~erBar maintained that this advertising must also be viewed in the conCext
of Worldwide's claim Chat the Pure Proteizi bar is "America's protein bar," a claim Worldwide
has been malciiig since at least as early as January, 2005,3 This claim, argued PowerBar, also
communicates a consumer preference claim, including a taste preference claim, when combined
with advertising claiming that "AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER ONE! Pure
Protein, the bar that's loaded with protei~i and has Q grams trans fat, is the best. BIG ON
PROTEIN, BIG ON TASTE."

In addition, the challenger cited to a mare recent Worldwide trade advertisement that stated,
"$30 million in planned advertising and marketing suppart should help Pure Protein bars
continue to reign supreme as the #1 nutrition bar in 2006." This claim is footnoted with the
disclaimer "Source IRI Data - Weelc Ending 72/25/05 Sales Data," PowerBar stated that this
claim is broadex than the claim in the consumer advertisement because this claim includes all
nutrition bars, not just protein bars, The category of "nutrition bars" is a much broader category
than protein bars and includes energy bars, low Garb bars a~~d protein bars, among others.
YowerBar maintained that Worldwide has presented no data to substantiate a claim that Pure
Protein bars are numbex one in the broader nrttrition bar category as the IRI data submitted by
Worldwide is limited to "Protein Supplement Bars."

PowerBar also maintained that the fact that the claim "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" is linked to a
disclaimer• in small type afi the bottom of the advertisement that states "So~7rce; IRI Data -Week
Ending 6/26/2005 Sales Data" does not change the fact that Worldwide is clearly communicating
a consumer preference claim, The challenger asserted that this disclaimer is not likely to be read
or understood by consume~~s, let alone counteract the strong consumer preference message of the
headline and copy of the advertising, PowerBar cited Windmill Health Products,s which
reviewed the claim cited "America's #1 Fat Binding Diet" and concluded that a small print

~ PowerBar stated that is well established that an advertiser is obligated ko support all reasonable interpretations of
claims made in its advertising, See McNeil. PFC, Inc (Tvlenoi At~thritis Pain, Report #4248, NAD Case Reports
(November 2004).
Z The challenger cited Papa john's Iziteinational,~,, Report #3293, NAD Case Reports (April 1996) (recognizing
the claim "better pizza" as "an express superiority claim pertaining to the overall qualities of the competing
products, among which taste plays no small role,")
3 FSI date infoi7nation was obtained fi•om ACNielsen.
`~ Protein bars inalce up only 14,1% of the nutrition bar eategoiy, ACNielsen Data, 52 weeks ending 3/26/06. Thus, it
is unlil~ely that any single protein bar could be tl~e number one selling nuh•ition bar,
5 NAD Case Reports #3900 (Apa•i12Q02)
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disclaimer that this claim was based on "IRI, 24 Weeks, Ending 10/7/01" was not adequate in
size or placement, "rendering it ineffective as a means of communicating additional clarifying
information to the reader." PowerBar argued that the disclaimer used by Worldwide here is
similarly ineffective, Moreover, stated PowerBar, even if the disclaimer was noticed and read by
some consumers, Chis disclaimer was not adequate to counteract the strong consumer preference
and taste preference claims being communicated by the advertisement.

Eveu assuming that this disclosure was clear and conspicuous, PowerBar urged that the sales
data cited cannot support the consumer preference clazm being communicated by the Worldwide
adverCising. The challenger cited Visa USA, Inc,, Report # 3506, NAD Case Reports (November
1998) where the advertiser was malting claims that its credit card was "the preferred card of the
lodging industry'° and "the p~•eferred Lodging caxd." NAD agreed that the adverriser had
demonstrated that it had more card holders, transactio7ls and revenues than other major credit
cards, but noted that "overall sales superiority is not always unequivocally synonymous with
consumer preference" and that "consumer `use' does not necessarily indicate consumer
preference." Powe~•Bar added that NAD conchtded that the use o~ sales statistics submitted by
the advertiser were insufficient to substantiate its implied claims that consumers pxefer to use its
card to pay for their lodging expenses, or that the lodging indust~•y, overall, prefers the
advertiser's credit cat~d.

Similarly, argued PowerBar, the sales data alone is insufficient to support the consumer
preference and taste preference claims being made by Worldwide. The challenger urged that the
claim that Worldwide is malting is zlot limited to sales, but communicates that consumers have
actively expressed a preference for Pure Protein bars over all other high protein nutrition bars on
the market, and that consumers have "decided" that Pure Protein bars are "the best," as stated in
the advertising. PowerBar pointed out that there are a number of factors other than consumer
preference that could explain the IRI sales data for Pure Pz•otein bars, In fact, PowerBar argued
thaC the largest factor accounting for "sales" of Pure Protein bars, as reflected in the IRI data, is
not overall consumer preference ox~ taste prefez-ence, but Worldwide's heavy discounting of its
Pure Protein bars using "free bar" and other similar coupons.

B. The IR[ Sales Data

Pawez•Bar maintained that the IRI sales data cited by Worldwide is misleading with respect to
achial sales of Pure Proteui bars during the time period cited by Worldwide because a substantial
portion of Worldwide's "sales" of Pure Protein bars were actually from consumers redeeming
"free bar•" coupons, which Worldwide has regularly dropped in FSIs and magazine
advertisements during the past year. The challenger submitted a graph of the IRI sales data,
which it maintained, shows how sales of Pure Protein bars "spiked" each time a "free bar"

6 Again, citing Windwill Health Products (finding Chat "even if [the disclaimer] could have been noticed and read by
the consumer, it did not substantively contain sufficient information to effectively clarify the meaning of the
underlying claim and/or describe the data upon which the claim was based.").
~ PowerBar explained that the IRI data cited by Worldwide does not distinguish between a "sale" that results froth a
consumer• using a tree bar coupon and an achial sale to a paying consumer,
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coupon or a "buy-one-get-one-free" coupon was dish~ibuted, with the most dramatic spike
fallowing tha April 17 and May 1, 2005 "free" coupon distribution. PowerBar speculated that
Chese two FSI had an estimated circulation of 40 million each, which translates to nearly $1
million dollars in sales, assuming a conservative redemption rate of 0.50%.

Thus, argued PowerBar, the IRI sales data on which Worldwide is relying to substantiate its sales
superiority and preference claims does not reflect- actual sales of Worldwide product but rather
"free giveaways," and does not pz•ovide an accurate comparison of actual sales, much less
consumer preference,$ PowerBar maintained that Worldwide should be required to substantiate
its actual sales during the referenced IRI period by subtracting out coupon redemptions from the
IRT data and, as a result, it' free giveaways are eliminated from the IRI sales data, Worldwide
would not maintain the advantage over PowerBar in the IRI sales data.

PowerBar submitted ACNielsen sales data10 which it maintained also showed that sales of Pure
Protein bars spiked dxamatically each time a "fi•ee bar" coupon or a "buy-one-get-one-free"
coupon was distributed, The challenger argued that its data showed a surge in "sales" of 100,000
or more bars after each free bar coupon dropped; a surge in "sales" is certainly almost entirely
att~~ibutable to consumers redeeming lice bar coupons, and not to any increase in actual sales.

Addz~essing Worldwide's argument that the promotional incentives offered by various
competitors would offset one another, PawerBar maintained that the free bar coupons offered by
Worldwide in 2005 via hundreds of millions of FSIs obviously had a significantly graatex impact
on "sales" than the limited "cents off' coupons offered by PowerBar and other companies during
the same time period. More importantly, added PowerBar, while a consumer using a traditional
"cents oft" coupon still has to pay some of Isis ar her own money to purchase the item, and
therefore is not likely to redeem a coupon for a product that the consumer does not like, a
consumer using a free bar coupon does not have to expend any of his or her own money.
Therefoz~e, stated PowerBar, the redemption of a free bar coupon says ~aotlzirzg about the
consumer's preference for the product and should not be included in data used to substantiate a
sales superiority claim,

C. Dollar Share Data Is The Mare Accurate Measure For Sales
Comparisons

The challenger argued that, in any event, dollar share data and not unit sales data would be a
more accurate measure for malting a sales comparison zn this case. PowexBar pointed out that
NAD has never adopted a hard and fast rule on how to determine which product is the category

° PowerBar does not object to Woridwide's marketing practice of distributing free bar coupons, However,
PowarBar does not believe that "sales" which are attributable to such coupons should be used as the basis for a sales
superiority claim, much less for an overall consumer preference and taste pi•aferance claims.
v P6werBar stated that Worldwide cannot claim that it does not know the number of free bar coupons redeemed by
consumers, PowarBar explained that a inauufacritrar's corxpon is processed through a coupon clearing house, which
then provides data regarding redemptions to the manufacturer that issued the coupon. The Pure Protein coupons
indicate that the coupon clearing house used by Worldwide was CMS,
f0 PawcrBar does is not challenging Worldwide's use of IRr data and has determined that the IRI unit sales data
submitted by Worldwide is generally consistent with the ACNielsen unit sales data obtained by PowerBar,
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leadez-.~~ Accordingly, sated PowerBar, in this case, because PowerBar ProteinPlus Bars are
significantly larger than most Pure Protein bars sold during the past year and the fact that
Worldwide's ProteinPlus bars are actually more expensive on a per gram basis, the dollar share
data is the more appropriate measure of market share in this case.

PowerBar reasoned as follows: PowerBar ProteinPlus bars are sold zn ona size: 78 grams.
Worldwide's Pure Protein bars are sold in two sizes; 50 grams and 78 grams; the vast majoxity of
Pure Protein bars sold during the past year, approximately 86%, were Che smallex 50 grain bars,lZ

Only 2% of Pure Protein bars sold during the past year were the larger 78 gram size, while the
remaining 12% of sales were multi-pack sales, most of which are also 50 gram bars.13 A
cansume~• would need to purchase three 50 gram Pure Protein bars to equal the size of two 78
gram ProteinPlus bars. Moreover, the avex•age retail price of Pure Protein bars is only slightly
less than ProteinPlus bars, The average retail price of a Pure Protein bar is $1,65, while the
average price of a ProteinPlus bar is $1,72, 14 As a result, Che average price per gram for a Pure
Protein bar (approximately 33 cents per gram) is more Chan the average price per gram of a
FrateinPhis bar (approximately 22 cents per gran-), Tl1us, in this case, dollar share data provides
a snore meanir7gful basis £or comparison than unit share since a consumer buying a PowerBar
FroteinPlus bar will achxally get more bar for their money than a consumer buying a Worldwide
Pure Protein bar, not less.

Based on the dollar share data from ACNielsen, argued PowerBar, for the twelve months endizag
December 31, 2005, the market share for Worldwide Pure Protein bars, MET-Rx ProteinPlus
bars, and Po~verBar ProteinPlus bars were almost identical at 18.3%, 18,2% and 17,5°/a
respectively —this data clearly does not support a sales superiority claim for Pure Protein bars for
the 52 weeks prior to the January 1, 2006 ad, Moreover, added PowerBar, for the twelve and four
weeks ending December 31, immediately preceding the release o~ the January 1, 2006
advertisement, Pure Protein bars were third in category share after MET-Rx ProteinPlus bars and
PowerBar ProteinPlus bars.15 This data, maintained PowerBar, indicates that during Elie most
relevant tine period, the twelve and four weeks prior to the initial distribution of the ad,
Warldwide's was riot number one in sales.

Lastly, PowerBar pointed out that the challenged advertisement continued to run through March
19, 2006, nearly nine months after the data of the data of the substantiation referenced in the
footnote in the advertisement. PowerBar maintained that between January and March, sales of
Pure Protein bars have continued to trend downward, while sales of PowerBar ProteinPlus bars
have increased. Accordingly, stated Powez•Bar, based on both dollar share and unit share data,

" See The Andrew Jer~ens Con7pany, Report #4115, NAD Case Reports (November 2003)("In some instances,
NAD has found that dollar volume is an acceptable and/or appropriate measure for market share, and in other cases
it relied on unit share."}
1z Based on ACNielsen data, 52 weeks ending 2/26/06.
13 Based on ACNielsen data, S2 weeks ending 2/26/06.
~ a Based on ACNielsen data, 52 weeks ending 2/26106,
~s This data is "four category data" and includes convenience stores,
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Pure Protein bars were third in sales and falling as of March 2006.16 Thus, under any measure of
sales, PowerBar stated that Pure Protein's sales superiority claim is now inaccurate,

PowerBar also pointed aut that the IRI data provided by Worldwide is inaccurate because this
data excludes sales at conv~nienee stores, which constit~~tc a significant percentage of total sales
in the protein bar category. In fact, argued PowerBar, approximately 47°/a of all protein bars are
sold through convenience store channels, wllila only 1 S% of Worldwide's Puxe Protein bars are
sold through convenience store chalinels,~~ As a result, argued PowerBar, Worldwide's omission
of convenience store data sicaws the share data heavily in its favor.

Using the ACNielsen data, PowerBar maintained that when. convenience store sales data are
included, the purported advantage in unit sales claimed by Worldwide is significantly reduced,
pa~~ticulai•ly after the #i•ee bar coupon period of January to July, More importantly, added
PowerBar, when convenience store sales data are included, Worldwide's Pure Protein bar ranks
second or third in dollar sales from approximately July 1, 2005 thz•ough the end of the year,

D. Warldwide's "New" Claim

PowerBar stated that Worldwide has been claiming (on the packaging) that its Pure Pxotein bars
have a "GREAT NEW TASTE" for more than one year, The challenger stated that .Federal Trade
Commission and NAD precedent state that use of the claim "new" should be limited to a period
of six months from the time a reformulated product is introduced to the market. ~$ Even assuming
Worldwide can establish that it reformulated its Pure Protein bar just before releasing the January
2005 FSI, PowerBar maintained that this "new" claim should have been discontinued in June,
2005.

Addressing Worldwide's argument that the Federal Trade Commission's recommended six-
mouth limit on the use of the claim "new" is not mandatory and is not sufficient in cases where
the product chazlges are substantial, changes occur to the product line over time, and a major
advertising et'fort is undertaken to melee consumers aware of the changes, Powea-Bar maintained
that none of these facts justify use of the continued use of the claim "new" for mare than six
months, much less for more than one year, In fact, added PovverBar, a "new" claim should not be
used at all unless the change to the product is substantial, and where changes to the product line
occur over time the advertiser should melee sure that the packaging and advertising accurately
communicates which products in the line are "new" and which are not, The challenger pointed
out that although Worldwide represented that the "GREAT NEW TASTE" advertising campaign
is over and that the product labels are in the process of being changed, Chis claim continues to
appear prominently on the Pure Protein website, www,americasproteinbar.com, as of Apri16,

In summary, PowerBar maintained, that World~vide's advertising leads consumers to believe that
its bars are the most preferred, best tasting and most popular high protein nutrition bars (and in

~ b All data referenced is ACNielsen fom• category data,
~~ Based on ACNialsen data, 52 weeks ending 3/25/06.
18 See, e,g., Hair Chtb For Men, Report #3457, NAD Case Repo~•ts (May 1998); M&M Mars. Inc,, Report #3741,
NfID Case Reports (March 2001),
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the case of the new trade advertising, the #1 nutrition bar of any kind). However, added the
challenger, Worldwide has provided absolutely no support for a consumer preference or taste
preference claim, and improperly bases it sales superiority claim on unit share data that is
outdated, inflated by heavy use of free bar coupons, and excludes bar sales at convenience stores.

Advertiser's Position: Worldwide explained the timeline for the advertising claims at issue. The
Company begazi selling the Pu~•e Protein Bars in 1995. In 2003, the Company began
reformulating the Pure Protein Bars to improve their taste. The different flavors of the
reformulated bars were int~~oduced in two stages in the spring of 2004 and then late in 2004/early
2005, Therefore, stated Worldwide, some of the reformulated bars with the "new" labels were
sold beginning in mid-200, while other flavors labeled as "new" did not reach retail shelves
until early 2005,

Fn January 2005, Worldwide initiated an advertising campaign that inchtded the slogans "Try
America's Protein Bar. Free!" and "We Thinlc We've Got the Best Protein Bar. You Decide,"
which appeared in large letters at tl~e top of the advertisements. In addition, at the opposite end
o£ these advertisements and in smaller font, the company added the tagline ̀ Big on Protein. Big
an Taste" as part of iCs product identity to further educate consumers that the product had been
reformulated to improve its taste. As part of this advertising campaign, Worldwide explained that
some consumers received a coupon for a free Pure Protein Bar so that they could sample the
reformulated product,

In January 2006, Worldwide starting running advertisements that read "America's Decided!,"
followed by a picture of a Purs Protein Bar, below which appeared the following text: "We're
Number One! * That's right, the people have decided. Pure Protein, the bar that's loaded with
protein and has 0 grams t~~ans fat, is the best." The asterisk after the claim "We're Number
One! *" refei~ed to "IRI Data — Weelc Ending 6/26/2005 Sales Data." This advertisement
continued to run up to March 19, 2006, which was the last Free Standing Insert ("FSI") drop date
for this campai~.

A. Consumer Preference and Taste Preference Claims

The advertiser maintained that the advertisements with the headings "TRY AMERICA'S
PROTEIN BAR, FREE!" and "WE THINK WE'VE GOT THE BEST PROTEIN BAR. YOU
DECIDE" do not suggest a consumer preference. Worldwide explained that the heading
"AMERICA'S PROTEIN BAR" is puffery because it is "not capable of objective proof' and is
"so vague [ands hyperbolic" that consumers would not take the claim seriously.19 In addition,
stated Worldwide, the claim that the Company believes it has the best protein bar does not
suggest that the Pure Protein Bars are, in fact, preferred over other bars —Rather, the "WE
THINK WE'VE GOT THE BEST PROTEIN BAR, YOU DECIDE" claim invites consumers to
by the bars and come to their own conclusions.

19 PowerBar, Inc, (PowerBar Perform and Perfonii Plus ,Report #3695, NAD Case Reports (Sept 2000); see also
Kraft Foods, Inc. (Maxwell House Coffee, Report #3201, NAD Case Reports (June 1995) (finding the claim "The
coffee perking in this pot is America's best-loved coffee" is "nothing more than subjective puffery foz• which
substantiation is not required"),
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Similarly, stated Worldwide, the claim "AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER ONE!*
Pure protein, the bar that's loaded with protein and has 0 grams trans fat, is the best" also does
not imply consumer preference fox the Pure Protein Bars. Rather, urged Worldwide, by use of the
asterisk after the claim "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!*," which relates Co a footnote regarding IRI
sales data, the Company clarifies that the Pure Protein Bars are number one based on product
sales,20 Furthermoze, stated Worldwide, this footnoted information also clarifies that the claim
"the people have decided" that the Pure Protein Bars are "the best" is based on IRI sales data
because this claim appears immediately below the "WE'RE NUMBER ONE! *" claim and there
are no product preference claims appearing in the advertisement. In summary, absent consumer
survey data to the contrary, the advertiser urged that the only reasonable takeaway message from
the "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" ad is that the Pure Protein Bars are "number one" and "the best"
in teems of sales data.

Worldwide stated thafi the footnote that reads "Source; IRI Data — Weelc Ending 6/26/2005 Sales
Data" is adequate in both size and placement. The advertisez~ explained that the text of the
footnote is in 5 point font and in white bold eandensed Helvetica typeface on a dark baelcground,
The text of the footnote is larger than other type appearing in the advertisement and the footnote
is parallel to the other text in the advertisement and appears just below the coupon. Thus, urged
Worldwide, the t'ootnote is clearly visible and legible and, therefore, is adequate in size and
plaeement,21 Furthermore, argued Worldwide, tl~e footnote adequately qualifies the "WE'RE
NUMBER ONE!" claim. The footnote indicates that the claim is based on "Sales Data." Thus,
concluded the advertiser, in addition to being adequate in size and placement, the footnote is
adequate in substance.

In addition, the advertiser maintained that PowerBar's various assertions that the Company's ads
imply a taste preference claim are also without merit. Worldwide stated that the claim "BIG ON
TASTE" itself constitutes~uffery and in no way does it suggest that the Pure Protein Bars taste
better than anything else,2 Furthermore, like the "AMERICA'S PROTEIN BAR" claim, "BIG
ON TASTE" is also "not capable of objective proof' and is "so vague [and] hyperbolic" that
consumers would not take the claim seriously.23 Accordingly, Worldwide added, the tagline
claim "BIG ON TASTE" is puffery rather than a taste preference claim,

Worldwide also maintained that the claim "BIG ON TASTE" is still puffery despite using it as a
tagline in small font at the opposite end of tl~e advertisements having the large headings "TRY
AMERICA'S PROTEIN BAR. FREE!" and "WE THINK WE'VE GOT THE BEST PROTEIN

20 Novartis Nutrition Corporation (Resource ThicicenUp Instant Thielcener~, Report #4125, NAD Case Reports (Dec,
2003) ("a nur~lber I claim may be supported by reliable marlc~t share data."),
21 Compare, BMW of North America. LLC, (Advertising for BMW XS with xDriva~, Report #4156, NAD Case
Reports (March 2p04) (NAD found that a 4.8 font disclaimer, perpendicular to other text in the ad and in gray font
on a gray background, was inadequate in size and placement).
22 

Worldwide distinguished the Papa John's International, Inc (Papa John's Pizza, Report #3293, NAD Case
Reports (April ] 996) cited by the challenger•, The claim "better pizza" is on its face a compai'arive claim while the
claim ̀ BIG ON TASTE" is not, The claim "better pizza" can ba substantiated; The claim "BIG ON TASTE" cannot
be substantiated.
Z3 PowerBar, Tnc (PowerBar Perfoi7ii and Perfot7n Plus, Report #3695, NAD Case Reports (Sept, 2000).
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BAR, YOU DECIDB," Accardingly, Worldwide stated that even when read with the tagline
"BIG ON TASTE," these headings do not suggest a taste preference, Without consumer data to
the cor~traly, Worldwide maintained that the headings "TRY AMERICA'S PROTEIN BAR,
FREE!" and "WE THINK WE'VE GOT THE BEST PROTEIN BAR. YOU DECIDE" cannot
be construed as implying a taste preference simply because of the tagline "BIG ON TASTE,"

Moreover, stated the advertiser, the heading "AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER
ONE! * Pure protein, the bar that's loaded with protein and has 0 grams trans fat, is the best"
does not imply a taste preference for the Pure Protein Bars, Again, the heading is in large type
compared to the tagline "BIG ON TASTE," which appea~•s at the apposite end of the
advertisement, In addition, the asterisk after the text "WE'RE NUMBER ONE! *" clarifies that
this claim and "the best" claim are based oi~ sales data. Even without that disclaimer, Worldwide
argued that the heading and tagline together do not suggest a consumer taste preference for the
Pure Protein Bars.

Finally, Worldwide stressed that the claim "`America's protein bar' does not communicate a
consumer preference claim, or a taste preference claim, even when combined with advertising
claiming that ̀ AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER ONE! Pure protein, the bar that's
loaded with protei~~ and has 0 grams txans fat, is the best, BIG ON PR~TElN, BTG ON
TASTE, "' Worldwide pointed out that PowerBaY' has provided nothing to support the contention
that consumers read advertisements cumulatively, such that they would recall the "America's
protezn bar" claim and combine it with the "AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER
ONE!" claim and conclude that these claims together somehow suggest a consumer taste
preference claim when they do not.

Therefore, concluded Worldwide, either standing alone or in context, the tagline `BIG ON
TASTE" constitutes nothing more than puffery.

B, The Claim."WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" Is Substantiated

Worldwide explained that the "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" claim first appeared in ads in January
2006 and the footnote for this claim read "*Source. IRI Data —Week Ending 6/26/05 Sales
Data." The data ending that week represenC the previous 26 weeks worth of data and it shows
that the Pure Protein Bars had the most units sold (5,066,053 versus PowerBar's 3,197,530),
Thus, tl~e "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" claim was substantiated at the time the advertisement ran,

Worldwide maintained that because of the discx•epancy in product prices, unit sales provides a
more accurate picture oP the comparative sales than dollar sales data,2̀ ~ Indeed, the unit share
data for fve weeks and 13 weeks ending December 25, 2005 indicate that there were 543,501
and 1,668,514 of Pure Protein Bars sold respectively, compared to PowerBar's PowerPlus unit
sales, which were X82,974 and 1,073,335 respectively. Worldwide stated that it would be unfair
to use dollar sales data as a basis to substantiate a "# 1" sales claim when the 78 gram bars sold

z¢ See Windmill Health Products (Chitosot (Chitosan Fat Binding Diet Svstem~, Report #3900, NAD Case Reports
(Apr. 2002) (stating that a munber l claim based on dollar sales data should be discontimied because individual
product prices vary, which affects their placement on sales ranking lists).
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by PowerBar are more expensive than the Company's 50 gram bars, which constitute the
majority of its sales,25

In addition, the advertiser maintained that unit sales data axe appropriate because, although the
products vaz~y in size and price, they each provide one serving. Therefore, stated the advertiser,
unit sales data provide a fair comparison because they'essentially indicate the number of servings
of the products sold, The advertiser added that fallowing a Food and Di1zg Administration (FDA)
regulation, since both the 50 and 78 gram products "contain less than 20Q percent of the" RACC
(i,e., less than 80 grams), the products are each single-serving containers and must be labeled as
providing one serving, Thus, concluded Worldwide, in this case, unit sales data allow apples to
be compared to apples, so to speak, and are the appropriate data to use Co substantiate a "WE'RE
NUMBER ONE!" sales claim,

Addressing FowerBar's assertion that the IkI sales data upon which Worldwide is relying on to
support its "WE'RE, NUMBER ONE!" claim do not reflect actual sales because of the
Worldwide's use of free and buy one get ane free (`BOGO") coupons, Worldwide argued that
IRI data covering 26 weeks is sufficient to create a level playing field in light of its free and
BOGO coupons as well as all of the promotional incentives used by PowerBar and other
campetitors.26 Worldwide represented that IRI data are not tabulated u~ a manner that permits
factoring out free and BOGO coupons or other promotional offers —this is true not only for its
ot~vn offers, but also for PowerBar's and the other competitors' coLtpons as well as individual
store promotions,

When requested by NAD, the advertiser cited the specific difficulties inherent in providing the
number of sales attributable to the free and BOGO coupons, Worldwide, stated that (1) it is not
certain exactly which stores are included in the IRl data and which are not -- therefore, it is not
possible to say with certainty what number of redeemed coupons should be used to calculate the
percentage when using the TRI sales data as the denominator, (2) it does not track the number of
Coupons redeemed far all stores, but instead kzas assumed that the redemption rate for those stores
that are not tracked is the same as for those that are, (3) it does not track the timing of redeemed
coupons and is therefore unable to say how the percent of redeemed coupons varies over the time
that free coupons were offered, and (4) there are di£fexent methods for tracking "buy one get one
free" offers, which is also an inexact science, adding to the uncertainty of an estimated
percentage.

zS See Metabolife International. Tnc (Metabolife Ultra, Report #4182, NAD Case Reports (May 2004) ("NAD
appreciates the advertiser's reliance on unit sales data given that, in the past, it has determined that sales rankings
based an dollar sales are insufficient to support a `#1' claim given that the price of as individual product can
influence a company's ranking."),
26 Compare, Word Finer Foods, Inc. (Bahlsen HIT Coolcies~, Report # 3453, NAD Case Reports (March 1998)
(noting that a 13 week staudard_is "an insufficient period to collect data ko support a `number one sales' claim
because it may upt properly account far the various levels of piroinotion that a company may commit to during one
period of the year"),
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Despite these difficulties, Worldwide attempted to provide an estimate of a range that the
company believes ovexstates the percentage of IRI numbers comprised of "free" or "buy one get
one free" offers as 25-30%.

Citing to PowerBar's awn sales data, Worldwide stated that the Pure Protein Bars' unit sales at
the end of 2005 were still above PowexBaz•'s PowerPlus bar sales well after the Company
promoted the products with free offers in the first half of 2005. Worldwide asserted that these
high unit sales figures represent the Pura Protein Bars' repeat customers and not free offers.
Worldwide submitted an IRI Panel Study which it maintained indicated that 46,6% of consumers
buying Pure k'xotein Bars bought or coiltiiiue to buy the bars again at later dates,

Addressing PowerBar's allegation that the "IRI data provided] by Worldwide is misleading
because this data excludes sales at convenience stores, which constitute a significant percentage
of total sales in the protein bar category," Worldwide maintained that even when convenience
store data are included in the unit sales data total, the Pure Protein Bars are still number one.
Worldwide cited to the 2005 sales data submitted by the challenger, which provided 2005 unit
sales data for PowerBar's PxoteinPlus, Met-Rx Protein Plus, and Pure Protein Bars and included
convenience stores. Worldwide maintained that this data indicates that its Pure Protein Bar sales
outnumbered the PowerBar Prot~inPlus and Met-Rx Protein Plus sales. Thus, concluded
Woz~ldwide, the Company's "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" sales claim is substantiated even when
convenience store data are included.

Worldwide also explained that the recant advertisement in the February 2006 edition of
Convenience Store News stating that Pure Protein Bars are the "#1 nutrition bar" is simply a
continuation of Worldwide's January 2006 "WE'R.E NLJMB~R ONE!" campaign and, like that
advertisement, is substantiated by 52-week sales data. Worldwide explained that based on the
nutritional factors that its protein-conscious customers look for, Pure Protein Bars are the number
one nutrition bar.

In sumtnaiy, stated the advertiser, the claim "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" is substantiated by IRI
unit sales data at 26 'and 52 weeks, which is a sufficient amount of time to balance out the
various coupons and promotional offers provided by all companies selling protein bars,

C. The "New" Claim

Worldwide maintained that its use of the word "new" in its advertising was truthful and accurate,
First, NAD recommends that companies use the term "new" only for a period of six manths,27
Second, an FTC advisory opinion provides that the FTC "would be inclilied to question use of
any claim that a product is `new' for a period of time longer than six months" "unless
exceptional circumstances waixanting a period either shorter or longer than six months were
shown to axist.i28 Thus, stated Worldwide, the six-month time frame is not a requirement; it is
merely a "tentative outer limit."

27 Council of Better Business Bureaus, Inc., "Do's and Don'ts in Advertising Copy," Section 19, at 1052 (1996).
2R FTC Advisoiv Opinion #120' Permissible Period of Time Duz•ing Which New Product Maw Jaescribad as
"New," 71 F,T,C, 1729 (Apr, 15, 1967).
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Worldwide explained that its use of the word "new" on Labels coincided with an advertising
campaign with several elements, all directed at encouraging consumers to try the new,
reformulated, better tasting bars, which replaced the old farniulation that had been on the maxket
since 1995, The advertising campaign is now over, and the product labels are in the process of
being changed and the revised labels will nat have the "new" claim,

In summary, Worldwide maintained that its claim, "WE'RE NUMBER ONE!" is substantiated
based an IRI unit sales data covering both a 26- and S2-week time frame. Furthex, stated
V~Iarldwide, the advertisement in question does not imply a consumer or taste preference claim.
Lastly, Wo~•ldwide asserted that the use of unit sales data to support the Company's sales
superiority claim is appropriate because it allows for a faiz• comparison between products, and the
inclusion of convenience stare unit sales data does not alter the ranking of the Pure Protein Bars
as the number one protein bar in terms of sales,

Decision:

The Advertising

The principal advertisement at issue was a free standing insert featuring the headline;

• AMERICA'S DECIDED! WE'RE NUMBER ONE!

Followed by the body copy stating;

• That's right, the people have decided. Pure Protein, the bar that's loaded with protein and
has p grams trans fat, is the best,

Farther down is the statement;

• PURE PROTEINO BIG ON PROTEIN, BIG ON TASTE.

The headline is qualified is small type at the bottom of the page by the disclaimer stating;

"Source IRI Data - Weelc Ending 12/25/05 Sales Data"

A trade advertisement claimed:

"$30 million in planned advertising and marketing support should help Pure Protein
bars continue to reign supxeme as the #1 nutrition bar in 2006"

Consumer Talceawav
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It is well established that an advertiser is obligated to support all reasonable interpretations of the
claims made in its advez•tising including messages it may nat have intended to convey.29 The
challenger argued that one reasonable interpretation of the advertisement, i.e., the claim "WE'RE
NUMBER ON~I", together with the statements that "the people have decided" and "Pure Protein
.. , is the best," is that America has decided that Pure Protein bars are "the best" as demonstrated
by some type of consumer preference test. Further, the challenger a7•gued that the tagline "BIG
ON TASTE," suggests that one significant contributing factor to this overall preference is taste
preference,30 The advertiser maintained that the advertisement makes it clear that its "number
ane" claim is based on sales data, and is fiirther clarified by use of the asterisk after• the claim
"WE'RE NUMBER ONE!*," which relates to a footnote regarding IRI sales data, The advertiser
stressed that nothing in the advertisement suggests any type of consumer preference and there is
no consumer perception reseaz•ch to support the challenger's position,

In the absence of consumer perception research, NAD uses its expertise to determine all
reasonable talceaways.31 NAD recognized that a "Number One" claim can be based on sales data,
but the issue presented here was, whether the advertisement as a whole clearly conveys that the
"We're Number One" claim is based on sales data and nothing else,

NAD reviewed the advertisement in its entirety. The tap of the advertisement exclaims in large
capital type, "ANLERICA'S DECIDED", Below that in smaller capital type it states, "WE'RE
NUMBER ONE!*" In smaller type below that it states, "That's right, the people have decided,
Pure Protein, the bar that's loaded with protein and has 0 graix~s trans fat, is the best. And to
celebrate, when you buy any Pure Protein bar we'll give you one, absolutely free,"

The advertisement concludes with, "Pure Protein, Big an Protein. Big on Taste."

NAD found that despite the inclusion of the disclaimer linking the "WE'RE NUMBER ONE"
claim to the sales data, orze reasonable implication from the advertisement is that consumers
prefe~~red Pure Protein bars.

NAD found that the use of the phrase "America's Decided" contributes to an implication that
there was some type of taste test or preference test involved in coming to the conclusion that
Yheir product is "Number One," NAll noted that many factors can contribute to a product being
number one in sales, including taste preference, lower price, and promotional campaigns.32

29 Sea, The Valvoline Company (Zerax G-OS Extended Life Antifreeze ,Report #4375, NAD Case Reports (August
2005); McNeil PPC, Inc, (Tylenol Arthritis Painl, Report #4247, NAD Case Reports (November 2004); Bever
Corporation Alave~, Report #4126, NAD Cuse Reporls (December 2003).3o The challenger cited Papa John's Tnternational~Inc., Report #3293, NAD Case Reports (April 1996) (recognizing
the claim "better pizza" as "an express superiority claim pertaining to the overall qualities of the competing
products, among which taste plays no small role.")
3 ~ See, The Procter & Cramble Company (Crest Whitestrips~, Report # 4Q39, NAD Case Reports (May 2003)

32 See, Visa USA, Inc., Report #3506, NAD Case Reports (November 1998} where the advertiser was malting claims
that its credit card was "the prefaired card of the todging industry" and "the preferred lodging card," NAD agreed
that the advertiser had demonstrated that it had snore card holders, transactions and revenues than other major credit
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Accordingly, since there are many factors that can contribute to a product being "Number One,"
when n~alcing a "Number One" claim, an advertiser must make it clear exactly what the number
ane claim is based on,3a

Although the advertiser attempted to qualify its claim with a disclaimer,3a NAD found it to be
inadequate in size and contt•adictory to the main message. NAD recommended that in future
advertising (assuming it has sufficient supporting data at that time), the advertiser more clearly
communicate that its "Number One" claim is based on unit sales,3s

In addition to the consumer advertisement, the advertiser also offered a trade advertisement that
claimed:

"$30 Million in planned adve~•tising and rnarlceting support should help Pure P~~otein bars
continue to reign supreme as the ~1 nutrition bar in 2006"

The advertiser stated that based on the nutritional factors that its protein-conscious customers
look for, Pure Protein Bars are the number one "nutrition" bar, The advertiser they argued that
this claim is substantiated by tha same 52-week sales data, Based on the evidence before NAD, it
is clear that protein bars are just ane "type" of nutrition bar, and there are many other types and
categories of nutrition bars available to consumers, Accordingly, being a "number one" protein
bar does not translate into being the "number ane" nutrition bar, Therefore, NAD recommended
that the advertisez~ discontinue its claim that Pure Protein bars are the number one "nutrition"
bars and limit any such comparative claims Co tha sub-category which includes Pure Protein bars,
"protein" bars.

"Number One" Claim and the Supporting Sales Data

Assuming that the "Number One" claim is clarified to communicate that it is based on sales data,
NAD addressed the adequacy of the underlying sales data support,

The advertiser submitted IRI sales data representing 26 weeks, which it maintained, shows that
the Pure Protein Bars had the most units sold (5,066,053 versus PowerBar's 3,197,530) during
that tune period. The challenger, however, maintaizied that the IRI sales data cited by Worldwide
is inaccurate with respect to actual sales of Pure Protein bars during the time period cited by
Worldwide because it argued that a substantial portion of Worldwide's "sales" of Pure Protein

cards, but noted that "overall sales superiority is not alv✓ays unequivocally synonymous with consumer preference"
and that "consumer ̀use' does not necessarily indicate consumer preference."
33 The advertiser argued that the statement, "Big on Taste" is merely puffery, Whi1a this statement on its own, or in
another context might be considered puffery, its inchision here only helped to support the argument that a taste
preference claim was being conu~lunicated,
}~ See, Windmill FIealth Products, Report #3900, NAD Case Reports (April 2002), which reviewed the claim cited
"America's #I Fat Binding Diet' and noted that a small print disclaimer that this claim was based on "IRT, 2~4
Weeks, Ending 10/7/01" was not adequate in size or placement, "rendering it ineffective as a means of
couununicating additional clarifying information to the reader,"
3s NAD noted that the claim is no longer• being made, so NAD's recommendations are intended for potential future
advertising,
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bars were actually from consumers redeeming "free bar" acid "buy one get one free" coupons.
Therefore, argued the challenger, the redemption of a free bar coupon says nothing about the
consumer's preference for the product and should not be included in data used to substantiate a
sales superiority claim.

NAD analyzed the sales data submitted by the advertiser.36 The time period used to compile the
IRI data to support the claim did include the "free" bax offers and the buy-one-get-one-free
offers. NAD was concerned that these offers might have significantly affected the sales numbers
in Pure Protein's favor, slcawing the data. NAD agreed with the challenger that if a significant
number of the advertiser's "sales" were due to the "fi~ea" and "buy one get one free" offers, a
Number One claim based on such data would be inaccurate. There was some evidence that
indicated a spike in sales that coincided with the advertiser's "free bar" and "buy-one-get-one-
free" coupon distribution. The challenger submitted a graph of the IRI data, which showed a
spike in sales each time a "free bar" coupon or a "buy-one-get-one-flee" coupon was distributed,
with the most dramatic spike fallowing the April 17 and May 1, 2005 coupon distribution.

Accordingly, NAD gave the advertiser the opportunity to establish t11at the number of "free bars"
that were included in the IRI sales data were not significant. In response, the advertiser explained
that there was no vvay to accurately deternune the number of "free bars" and speculated that the
free bars repz•esent no more than 25-30% of the overall sales numbers, The advertiser also
stressed that ALL marketers offer sales incentives from time to time aild such sales incentives
will affect every company equally, NAD noted that during the one year sales period in question,
the advertiser extensively distributed the "free bar" coupons for 6 months of that year and then
distributed "buy one get or e free" coupons for 6 months, facts that NAD considered; to be
significant, especially considering that the advertiser is relying on these sales numbers to make a
"Number Ore" claim, While NAD recognizes that all companies offer various sales incentives
from time to time, the allegation here (if true) is that a substantial percentage of the sales
numbers relied on by the advertiser were due to the distribution of "free" and "buy one get one
free" coupons which counCed as sales.

NAD found that there wez~e other potential flaws zn Che advertiser's IRI numbers. The IRI sales
numbers relied on by the adverCiser did not include sales from convenience stores, The
challenger asserted that because of demographics, conve~iience store sales represent a large
percentage of protein bar sales. The advertiser maintained that even including convenience store
sales figures, Pure Protein bars were still the number one selling protein bar, but offered no
supporting evidence,37

NAD also cpnsidered the challenger's argument that dollar sales, rather than unit sales, would be
a more accurate measure of sales, NAD disagreed. While in some situations, dollar sales would
be an accurate measure, in this case, NAD found unit sales to be more accurate and
representative. NAD reasoned that consumers p~.irchase these bars and consume them as a "unit."

36 The ohallengar submitted its own sales data fi•oin a different sates hacking group, ACNeilson.
37 InstOad, the advertiser relied an the challenger's ACNeilson data, which inchtded convenience store sales, in
tnalcing this argument, NAD concluded that the advertiser could not rely on the challenger's data as support for a
claim that it uaada months earlier.
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Although they may be slightly different in size and price, they both represent one serving, and,
therefore, unit sales are the accurate way to measttrs comparative sales.

NAD concluded that because of the fact that (1) during the sales period in question (for which
the advertiser is asserting that it is "number one" in sales) the advertiser distributed large
numbers of "free" bar and "buy one get one free" bar coupons, and (2) the sales number are
incomplete because of the exclusion of convenience stare sales, the IRI sales data relied upon by
the advertiser was not sufficiently reliable to support a "Number One" sales claim, Since the
advertiser is no longer malciug the claim, NAD recommended that the advertiser take these
factors into consideration in future advertising,

"New" Claim

NAD is aware of both the Federal Trade Commission and NAD positions regarding the use of
the claim "New," NAD has stated that use of the ward "new" should be limited to a period of six
months frorr~ the time a new ar reformulated product is introduced to the market, Similarly, the
FTC follows this "6 month" rule, As the advertiser points out, this "6 month" rule is more of a
guideline, and both the NAD and FTC recognize that certain circumstances can justify rnalcing a
"new" claii~~ for longer than 6 months,

Worldwide attempted to justify its use of the "new" claim. as being part of an advertising
campaign with several elements, all directed at encouraging consumers to try the. yew,
reformulated, batter tasting bars, which replaced the old formulation that had been on the rnarlcet
since 1995,

NAD found that, while the "new" claim might have illn slightly longer than the advertiser had
justification for, the advertiser represented to NAD that Cliis advertising campaign is now over,
the product labels are in the process of being changed and the revised labels will not have the
"new" claim. Therefare, going forward, the use of the "new" claim is no longer an issue.

Conclusion:
NAD concluded that the advertiser's sales data that it based its "Number One" claim was flatted
and could not support a "Number One" sales claim, Further, NAD found that the advertiser's
disclosure (in the context of the challenged advertisement) was not suf~ciei~t to limit its
"Number One" claim to a claim based solely an sales. Lastly, although the advertiser continued
to call its product "new" beyond a justified time period, since the advertiser has already made
changes to its packaging to remove the "new" claim, this is no longer an issue.

Advertiser's Statement: Worldwide disagrees with the NAD determination that Worldwida's
"Number One" claim was unsubstantiated. Notwithstanding, Worldwide will incorporate the
NAD's suggestions with respect to all future advertising, (#4524 MBL, closed 07/07/2006)
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